eLEARNING COURSES

Air Transport Economics and Regulation

ICAO is a global civil aviation forum for 191 Member States. Its vision is to achieve sustainable growth for the global civil aviation system.

CAE is a global leader in modelling, simulation and training for civil aviation and defence.

ICAO and CAE have partnered to offer the following e-learning courses:

- Air Transport Statistics
- Air Transport Economics and Regulation
- Air Transport Forecasting.
Product Description

Air Transport development can sometimes diverge with policy objectives and become a highly contentious topic. This course is designed to provide a clear foundation of the underlining principles of airline and airport economics as well as to address aviation regulatory and policy issues.

It will help trainees to interpret economic indicators and will address implications of airline strategies for airports with particular reference to changing patterns of airline operations. Methods for operating airports under different government policies in different countries will be reviewed as well.

Why ICAO-CAE training?

■ **Competency:** ICAO has a long-standing reputation as an air transport economics and policy regulating body. CAE is a leading provider of training solutions for civil aviation and defence and was an early adopter of e-learning and blended training solutions.

■ **Convenience:** The course is delivered in a web-based interactive platform with user-friendly interface and is accessible 24/7.

■ **Results-oriented:** The learning process includes comprehensive material presentation enhanced by testing sessions as well as final exam and certification.

■ **Recognition:** The competencies acquired in this course will be industry - recognized worldwide.

Target Audience

This course caters to airport and airline planners, managers and operational staff, airport specialists in government, airline executives, marketing and commercial managers, aviation consultants and aircraft manufacturing analysts.

It is a useful introductory course for junior aviation experts in their early career development in the air transport industry or government regulatory bodies. Professionals working in related fields such as finance, economic development or tourism will find this course helpful in their dealings with airline/airport issues.

Modules

■ Module 1: Introduction to National Regulation
■ Module 2: Introduction to Bilateral Regulation
■ Module 3: Introduction to Multilateral Regulation
■ Module 4: Regulatory Content: Market Access
■ Module 5: Regulatory Content: Airline Ownership and Control
■ Module 6: Other regulatory Content

To subscribe to this course please visit:

http://icao.caelearning.com

**Important:** Pre-requisite reference materials for this course are Doc 9626 - Manual on the Regulation of International Air Transport and Doc 9587 - Policy and Guidance Material on the Economic Regulation of International Air Transport, which must be purchased from ICAO before subscribing:

www.icao.int/store

For more information and support:

eap@icao.int or elearning@cae.com